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Theoretically, NaAuS is predicted as topological insulator, while no detail electronic structure
study has been done for this compound. Here, we report the structural and electronic properties of
NaAuS by using LDA, PBEsol, PBE and revPBE exchange correlation functionals. The calculated
values of equilibrium lattice constant for LDA, PBEsol, PBE and revPBE exchange correlation
functionals are found to be ∼6.128 A˚, ∼6.219 A˚, ∼6.353 A˚ and ∼6.442 A˚, respectively. The bulk
modulus predicted by LDA, PBEsol, PBE and revPBE exchange correlation functionals is ∼66.6,
∼56.4, ∼46.5 and ∼39.3 GPa, respectively. Hence, the order of calculated values of bulk modulus is
consistent with the order of calculated values of equilibrium lattice parameters for these exchange
correlation functionals. The spread of total density of states below the Fermi level decreases as
the exchange correlation functional changes from LDA to PBEsol to PBE to revPBE, which is also
found to be consistent with the order of bulk modulus for these exchange correlation functionals. In
presence of spin-orbit coupling, a direct band gap is observed in NaAuS compound, which is found
to be ∼0.26, ∼0.25, ∼0.24 and ∼0.23 eV for LDA, PBEsol, PBE and revPBE exchange correlation
functionals, respectively. Here, NaAuS is found to be topological insulator as it shows band inversion
at Γ point. The calculated values of band inversion strength for LDA (PBEsol) and PBE (revPBE)
exchange correlation functionals are ∼1.58 eV (∼1.57 eV) and ∼1.50 eV (∼1.47 eV), respectively.
PACS numbers: 71.70.Gm, 71.20.-b, 71.15.Mb
I. INTRODUCTION
Heusler alloys are taken great importance to study
their various physical properties after discovered by
Fredrick Heusler in 19031,2. Generally, the Heusler al-
loys are divided into two categories, one is called half-
Heusler alloy with chemical formula MM′X and another
is called full-Heusler alloy with chemical formula M2M
′X.
These alloys have special feature that their properties
differ completely from those of the contained elements.
For example, Cu2MnAl (full-Heusler alloy) is ferromag-
netic, where Cu and Al atoms are non-magnetic and Mn
atom is anti-ferromagnetic by themselves3. Other exam-
ple is TiNiSn (half-Heusler alloy), which is semiconduct-
ing, even though it is made of three components that
are metals4. New trend comes to find the topological in-
sulation property from ternary half-Heusler materials in
condensed matter physics5–11. Half-Heusler compounds
are usually nonmagnetic and semiconducting when the
number of total valence electrons is 18,
V (M) + V (M ′) + V (X) = 18
which is known as 18-electron rule12. This rule in
general is used for searching the topological insulators
(TIs)13. Hence, half-Heusler material takes great atten-
tion to predict TIs. First-principles calculations have
been widely used to predict topological insulators with
great success14.
The materials which are insulating in their interior but
can support the flow of electrons on their surface, are
called TIs. TIs are currently creating a new division
of research activities in condensed matter physics15–17.
First TI was theoretically predicted by Bernevig et al.
and experimentally observed by Konig et al. in the HgTe
quantum well18,19. Bernevig et al. have shown that the
band inversion property driven by spin-orbit coupling
(SOC) is used to discover the TIs. Sawai et al. have
observed that the topology of the electronic band struc-
tures can be described by band inversion between Γ6 and
Γ8 energy levels at the Γ symmetry point in the Bril-
louin zone and they define the band inversion strength ∆
as the energy difference between these two states, i.e.,
∆ = [EΓ8 − EΓ6 ], where the EΓ6 and EΓ8 are the en-
ergy levels for Γ6 and Γ8 at the Γ point
20. As compared
with an ordinary superconductor, TIs have an important
role for creating topological quantum computation21. In
order to find the new topological insulators, Lin et al.
have studied theoretically more than 2000 half-Heusler
compounds13. Out of these, only LiAuS and NaAuS com-
pounds have found to be TIs with band gap ∼0.20 and
∼0.19 eV, respectively. They have studied both com-
pounds using only PBE and hybrid density functionals
in face-centered-cubic (FCC) phase. As per our knowl-
edge, the synthesis of NaAuS compound (which we have
chosen to study in the present manuscript) in the FCC
phase is not available in the literature. However, this
compound is synthesized experimentally in orthorhom-
bic phase22. In general, half-Heusler compounds are de-
scribed by space group F -43m. Hence, in NaAuS half-
Heusler with space group F -43m, Na, Au and S atoms are
located at Wyckoff positions (1/2, 1/2, 1/2), (1/4, 1/4,
1/4) and (0,0,0), respectively. The detailed structural
and electronic study of NaAuS compound is not found in
the literature13. Hence, it will be interesting to see the
2effect of different exchange correlation functionals on the
structural and electronic behaviour of this compound in
more detail.
Here in the present work, we study the struc-
tural and electronic behaviour of NaAuS compound
by using density functional theory. The order
of calculated values of equilibrium lattice parameter
for LDA>PBEsol>PBE>revPBE exchange correlation
functionals, which is consistent with the order of bulk
modulus predicted by these exchange correlation func-
tionals. Among these exchange correlation function-
als, the total density of states below the Fermi level
are spread in more region for LDA and less region
for revPBE, which indicates that the bulk modulus
predicted by LDA is largest and revPBE is smallest.
The order of calculated values of direct band gap is
found to be LDA>PBEsol>PBE>revPBE exchange cor-
relation functionals. The band inversion is found at
Γ point for NaAuS indicates that this compound is
a topological insulator. The order of magnitude of
calculated values of band inversion strength is found
to LDA>PBEsol>PBE>revPBE exchange correlation
functionals.
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The electronic structure calculation of NaAuS com-
pound is performed by using the full-potential linearized-
augmented plane-wave (FP-LAPW) method as im-
plemented in Elk code23. Here we have employed
LDA, PBEsol, PBE and revPBE exchange correlation
functionals24–27. SOC is also considered to see its ef-
fect on the electronic properties of this compound. The
muffin-tin sphere radii used for Na, Au and S atoms are
2.0, 2.5 and 2.0 bohr, respectively. The values of rgkmax
and gmaxvr are set to be 8 and 14, respectively. These
values are sufficient to get nice parabolic energy versus
volume curves. 10× 10 × 10 k-point mesh size has been
used in the present calculations. Total energy to reach
convergence has been set below 10−4 Hartree/cell.
The equilibrium lattice parameters are computed by
fitting the total energy versus unit cell volume data to
the universal equation of state28. The universal equation
of state is defined as,
P = [3B0(1 - χ)/χ
2]e3/2(B
′
0
−1)(1−χ), P = -(∂E/∂V )
where P , E, V , B0 and B0
′
are the pressure, energy,
volume, bulk modulus and pressure derivative of bulk
modulus, respectively and χ = (V /V0)
1/3.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The total energy difference between the energies (func-
tion of volume) and energy corresponding to the equilib-
rium volume [∆E=E(V)-E(Veq)] per formula unit versus
TABLE I. Calculated equilibrium lattice constant (A˚),
bulk modulus (GPa), band gap (eV) and band inversion
strength (eV) of NaAuS compound (where calculated values
in presence of spin-orbit coupling are shown by bold).
Exchange
correlation
functionals
Lattice
constant
(A˚)
Bulk
modulus
(GPa)
Band
Gap
(eV)
Band
inversion
strength
(eV)
LDA 6.128
(6.107)
66.6
(69.0)
0.26 1.58
PBEsol 6.219
(6.196)
56.4
(58.7)
0.25 1.57
PBE 6.353
(6.328)
46.5
(48.4)
0.24 1.50
revPBE 6.442
(6.416)
39.3
(41.1)
0.23 1.47
primitive unit cell volume of NaAuS for LDA, PBEsol,
PBE and revPBE exchange correlation functionals have
been plotted in Fig. 1. A parabolic behavior is observed
in each curves for every exchange correlation functional.
It is also clear from the figure that the equilibrium volume
is shifted towards the higher value as the exchange corre-
lation functional changes from LDA → PBEsol → PBE
→ revPBE. In order to determine the equilibrium volume
and bulk modulus for the different exchange correlation
functional, we have fitted the data of the total energy-
volume by using the universal equation of state. The
equilibrium volume corresponding to minimum energy
predicted by LDA, PBEsol, PBE and revPBE exchange
correlation functionals are ∼388.2, ∼405.7, ∼432.7 and
∼450.9 bohr3, respectively. The equilibrium lattice con-
stant for different exchange correlation functionals is ob-
tained from the equilibrium volumes of respective ex-
change correlation functional. The calculated values of
equilibrium lattice constant (bulk modulus) of NaAuS for
LDA, PBEsol, PBE and revPBE are ∼6.128 A˚ (∼66.6
GPa), ∼6.219 A˚ (∼56.4 GPa), ∼6.353 A˚ (∼46.5 GPa)
and ∼6.442 A˚ (∼39.3 GPa), respectively. These values of
equilibrium lattice constant and bulk modulus are shown
in Table 1. It is clear from the table that bulk mod-
ulus (equilibrium lattice constant) decreases (increases)
as exchange correlation functional changes from LDA to
PBEsol to PBE to revPBE. The reason of opposite be-
haviour of bulk modulus as compared to equilibrium lat-
tice constant for these exchange correlation functionals
will be discussed after the SOC discussion.
The SOC is expected to play an important role in
NaAuS compound because of the heavier Au atom.
Hence, we have included the SOC in our calculations.
The plot of ∆E per formula unit versus primitive unit cell
volume is shown in Fig. 2. It is clear from the figure that
a parabolic behavior is also seen here for these exchange
correlation functionals, which is similar to that observed
without SOC. The equilibrium volume and bulk modulus
3FIG. 1. Total energy difference between the volume depen-
dent energies and energy corresponding to the equilibrium
volume [∆E=E(V)-E(Veq)] per formula unit versus primitive
unit cell volume plots for (a) LDA, (b) PBEsol, (c) PBE
and (d) revPBE exchange correlation functionals without
spin-orbit coupling.
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FIG. 2. Total energy difference between the volume depen-
dent energies and energy corresponding to the equilibrium
volume [∆E=E(V)-E(Veq)] per formula unit versus primitive
unit cell volume plots for LDA, PBEsol, PBE and revPBE
exchange correlation functionals with spin-orbit coupling.
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of NaAuS compound for every exchange correlation func-
tional are also computed by fitting total energy-volume
data using the universal equation of state. The equilib-
rium volume corresponding to minimum energy predicted
by LDA, PBEsol, PBE and revPBE exchange correla-
tion functionals are ∼384.3, ∼401.2, ∼427.5 and ∼445.6
bohr3, respectively. Hence, by including SOC, a small
decrease in equilibrium volumes is observed for every ex-
change correlation functional. The calculated values of
equilibrium lattice constant (bulk modulus) of NaAuS for
LDA, PBEsol, PBE and revPBE are ∼6.107 A˚ (∼69.0
GPa), ∼6.196 A˚ (∼58.7 GPa), ∼6.328 A˚ (∼48.4 GPa)
and ∼6.416 A˚ (∼41.1 GPa), respectively. These values
of equilibrium lattice constant and bulk modulus are also
shown in Table 1. It is clear from the table that the values
of equilibrium lattice constant and bulk modulus by in-
cluding SOC does not differ too much from without SOC
values for every exchange correlation functional. The
values of equilibrium lattice constant differ only about
0.3∼0.4% for both calculation for every exchange correla-
tion functional, which indicates that SOC does not show
any important role to calculate equilibrium lattice con-
stant for NaAuS. However, by including SOC, the values
of bulk modulus is about 3.5∼4.5% greater than without
SOC values for every exchange correlation functional. It
is also clear from the table that among these exchange
correlation functionals, LDA (revPBE) gives the lowest
(highest) value of equilibrium lattice constant and high-
est (lowest) value of the bulk modulus. Generally, LDA
overestimates, PBE underestimates and PBEsol slightly
overestimates the bulk modulus29,30.
Now, we discuss the cause of opposite behavior of bulk
modulus as compared to equilibrium lattice constant,
when exchange correlation functional changes from LDA
to PBEsol to PBE to revPBE. As we know that the pres-
sure is defined as the rate of change of energy with respect
to volume and the bulk modulus is directly proportional
to the rate of change of pressure with respect to vol-
ume. We have plotted ∆E per formula unit versus total
primitive unit cell volume difference between the primi-
tive unit cell volume and the corresponding equilibrium
volume [∆V=V -Veq] for NaAuS using every exchange
correlation functional in Fig. 3. It is evident from the
figure that LDA (revPBE) gives the most (least) steeper
slope, which indicates that LDA (revPBE) gives higher
(lower) rate of change of energy with respect to volume.
Hence, LDA (revPBE) gives higher (lower) bulk modulus
as shown in Table 1. This is due to the direct relationship
between energy and bulk modulus.
The plot of the total density of states (TDOS) of
NaAuS for every exchange correlation functional is shown
in the Fig. 4. It is clear from the figure that the every
exchange correlation functional gives almost similar be-
haviour of the TDOS, when SOC is excluded in the cal-
culations. However, a very small TDOS at the Fermi
level is obtained for every exchange correlation func-
tional, which indicates a soft band gap. Here, it is impor-
tant to note that in the valance band (VB), the peaks of
4FIG. 3. Total energy difference between the volume depen-
dent energies and energy corresponding to the equilibrium
volume [∆E=E(V)-E(Veq)] per formula unit versus total
primitive unit cell volume difference between the primitive
unit cell volume and the corresponding equilibrium volume
[∆V=V -Veq] for LDA, PBEsol, PBE and revPBE exchange
correlation functionals without spin-orbit coupling.
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TDOS shifted towards the Fermi energy as the exchange
correlation functional changes from LDA to PBEsol to
PBE to revPBE. Below Fermi level, the TDOS is spread
upto -5.9 eV (-5.6 eV) and -5.1 eV (-4.8 eV) for LDA
(PBEsol) and PBE (revPBE), respectively. It is inter-
esting to note that the order of bulk modulus and the
spread of TDOS below Fermi level is similar for these ex-
change correlation functional. Hence, in general one can
predict the order of bulk modulus by looking the TDOS
of these exchange correlation functionals.
The plot of partial density of states (PDOS) of Na,
Au and S atoms of NaAuS with and without including
SOC in the calculations only for PBEsol exchange corre-
lation functional is shown in the Fig. 5(a-f). This is due
to the fact that among LDA, PBEsol, PBE and revPBE
exchange correlation functionals, PBEsol is newest one
and show almost similar PDOS as compared to other
exchange correlation functionals. Here, we discuss the
PDOS of Na, Au and S atoms of NaAuS without includ-
ing SOC in the calculations. Below Fermi level, the domi-
nant electronic contribution comes from 3s and 3p states
of Na atom, which are ∼45% and ∼55%, respectively.
For Au atom, the most dominant electronic contribution
comes from 5d state (∼93%), while the small contribu-
tion comes from other states. For S atom, the dominant
electronic character comes from 3p state (∼95%) as com-
pared to 3s state. Now, we discuss the PDOS of Na, Au
and S atoms above the Fermi level. The electronic con-
tribution of 3s and 3p states to PDOS of Na atom are
∼66% and ∼34%, respectively. For Au atom, the contri-
FIG. 4. Total density of states (TDOS) plots for NaAuS
compound. (a) TDOS plot using LDA and PBEsol, (b)
TDOS plot using PBE and revPBE. Zero energy corresponds
to Fermi level.
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FIG. 5. Partial density of states (PDOS) plots of Na, Au
and S atoms of NaAuS compound using PBEsol exchange
correlation functional with and without spin-orbit coupling
included in calculations. Zero energy corresponds to Fermi
level.
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5FIG. 6. Electronic band structure for NaAuS with excluding
spin-orbit coupling. (a) using LDA and PBEsol, (b) using
PBE and revPBE. Zero energy corresponds to Fermi level.
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bution of 6s and 5d states are negligible to PDOS. The
dominant electronic character for S atom comes from 3p
state (∼75%) as compared to 3s state. Almost a similar
electronic contribution from various states to PDOS of
Na, Au and S atoms of NaAuS is observed by including
the SOC in the calculations and is shown in Fig. 5(d-f).
The spin unpolarised dispersion curves along the high
symmetry direction of first Brillouin zone obtained in cal-
culations for NaAuS compound for above mentioned ex-
change correlation functionals is shown in Fig. 6. The
high symmetric k-points for FCC structure are W, L, Γ
and X, respectively. Firstly, we discuss the band struc-
ture of NaAuS for LDA exchange correlation functional.
Top of the energy band of VB and bottom of the energy
band of conduction band (CB) touches at Γ point. The
first two energy bands of VB from Fermi level are doubly
degenerate from Γ to L and Γ to X directions. Along L
to W and X to W directions, the degeneracy of energy
bands is completely lifted. Γ to L direction, 4 and 5 en-
ergy bands of VB from Fermi level are doubly degenerate,
while Γ to X and L to W directions both energy bands are
non degenerate. However, both energy bands are cross-
ing to each other with 3 energy band almost middle of X
and W points. 6, 7 and 8 energy bands are triply degen-
erate at Γ point. Along Γ to L and Γ to X directions, only
6 and 7 energy bands remains degenerate. While, from
L to W and X to W, the degeneracy of 6 and 7 energy
bands is lifted. Now, we discuss the various energy bands
from the Fermi level of CB. 2’ and 3’ energy bands of CB
are degenerate at Γ point. However, the degeneracy of
FIG. 7. Electronic band structure for NaAuS compound with
including spin-orbit coupling using PBEsol.
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these bands is lifted from Γ to L and Γ to X direction.
Also, it is clear from the figure that almost similar be-
haviour of energy bands of both VB and CB is observed
for PBEsol, PBE and revPBE exchange correlation func-
tionals. However, energy bands of VB are shifted towards
the Fermi level, when the exchange correlation functional
changes from LDA→PBEsol→PBE→revPBE. Near the
Fermi level, all energy bands of VB of every exchange cor-
relation functional are overlapped with each other. Al-
most similar behaviour of energy bands of VB and CB is
observed for every exchange correlation functional with
including SOC in calculations. Here, we discuss the band
properties of NaAuS compound for PBEsol exchange cor-
relation functional as it is the newest among all these
exchange correlation functionals. It is clear from Fig. 7
that the every energy band of VB and CB are splitted
into two states by including SOC. The calculated val-
ues of direct band gap at Γ point is predicted by LDA
(PBEsol) and PBE (revPBE) exchange correlation func-
tionals are ∼0.26 eV (∼0.25 eV) and ∼0.24 eV (∼0.23
eV), respectively as shown in Table 1.
At last, we discuss the band inversion property of
NaAuS at Γ point as it is the most common tool to iden-
tify the topological insulating behavior of a compound.
Here, we focus on Γ6 and Γ8 point when SOC is included
in calculations, which is shown in Fig. 7. After the de-
tailed analysis of the bands indicate that Γ6 point is rich
with Au 6s state and the contribution of S 3p state is
greater than Au 5d state at the Γ8 point when SOC is
not included in calculations. However, when the effect
of SOC is included, Γ6 point does not change its own
6contributor, where the contribution of Au 5d state is in-
creased at Γ8 point as compared to S 3p state. From our
basic knowledge, we know that outer electronic state will
stay at higher energy with respect to inner state. Au
5d is a inner state than Au 6s state. But, after includ-
ing SOC Au 6s state goes to lower energy level than the
Au 5d state. Hence, Au s − d band inversion between
Γ6 and Γ8 point is observed here. The band inversion
strength for LDA, PBEsol, PBE and revPBE exchange
correlation functionals are calculated by using relation,
∆ = [EΓ8 − EΓ6 ]
20. The calculated values of band inver-
sion strength (shown in Table 1) for LDA, PBEsol, PBE
and revPBE exchange correlation functionals are ∼1.58,
∼1.57, ∼1.50 and ∼1.47 eV, respectively.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The detail electronic structure study of half-Heusler
NaAuS compound has not been done theoretically. Here,
we have studied the various comparative physical prop-
erties such as, structural and electronic for NaAuS by
using LDA, PBEsol, PBE and revPBE exchange correla-
tion functionals. The calculated values of equilibrium lat-
tice constant (bulk modulus) for LDA, PBEsol, PBE and
revPBE exchange correlation functionals are found to be
∼6.128 A˚ (∼66.6 GPa), ∼6.219 A˚ (∼56.4 GPa), ∼6.353
A˚ (∼46.5 GPa) and ∼6.442 A˚ (∼39.3 GPa), respectively.
Hence, the order of calculated values of bulk modulus for
these exchange correlation functionals are consistent with
the order of calculated values of equilibrium lattice pa-
rameters because of the inverse relationship between bulk
modulus and lattice parameter. Among these function-
als, the total density of states below the Fermi level were
found to be spread in more region for LDA and less region
for revPBE, which was also found to be consistent with
the order of bulk modulus for these exchange correlation
functionals. In presence of spin-orbit coupling, a direct
band gap was observed for NaAuS compound, which was
found to be ∼0.26, ∼0.25, ∼0.24 and ∼0.23 eV for LDA,
PBEsol, PBE and revPBE exchange correlation function-
als, respectively. The band inversion was observed at
Γ point, which indicates that NaAuS compound shows
topological insulating behaviour. The calculated values
of band inversion strength for LDA (PBEsol) and PBE
(revPBE) exchange correlation functionals were found to
be ∼1.58 eV (∼1.57 eV) and ∼1.50 eV (∼1.47 eV), re-
spectively.
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